
Honouring the Lineage Project

2020 - THE FIRST PART 



A big thank you to our donors: 
 

Jan Andresen, Jo Backus, Robin Bath, Alessia Bulgari, Kamlo
Chen-Duffy, Paula Chichester, Stephen Crawford, Jo

Gillibrand, Delia Hauser, Nick Holzinger, Thomas Johnston,
Sophie Kaiser, Martinus Klaassen, Sarah Leach, Tahlia Lin,

Stuart Marshall, Sam Mette, Michael Murray, Lena
Nordstrand, Alejandra Paez, Radu Patrascan, Gill Peters,

Diana Pisani, Elliot Rose, Natasha Ryabova, Pempa lhamu
Samuels, Jyoti Shah, Jay Simpson, Julie Speechley, Christian

Specht, Katrin Veicht, Daphne Weedall,  Paul Wells, Emily
Westhead and all the Anonymous Donors. 



Thank you all very much for your kind, positive and meritorious contributions and

help toward bringing the lineage of our tradition to Jamyang. Seeing, remembering,

and hearing about this project creates an unbelievable strong karmic connection

with the Buddha and his teachings to always meet this profound spiritual path until

enlightenment is achieved. And as a community it is an incredible opportunity to

accumulate merit for our Jamyang family. This will help us to remove obstacles of our

individual spiritual paths and of Jamyang’s projects to alleviate the sufferings of

sentient beings. 

Thank you very much again from the depth of my heart. 

With prayers, Namdak

GESHE TENZIN NAMDAK
Resident Teacher



Geshe Tenzin Namdak preparing the statues to

be filled. 





Mantra Rolls for each part of the statue.



Filling each part of the statue with specific

mantras rolls.



Filling the lotus throne with specific mantras rolls, and other

special items such as precious stones.





Geshe Tenzin Namdak filling one of the statues. 



From the top left:

1. Geshe Tenzin Namdak giving instructions to

Thomas to fill statues

2 & 3.Volunteer cutting cloth to roll mantras 



Miguel Espinosa - volunteer, working in Jamyang's basement

on the new altar



1.Miguel Espinosa - volunteer, making the base of

the statues,

From the top left:

2. Close up of one of the statue bases – we can

see the marbling effect hand-painted by Miguel. 



Miguel and Thomas

putting together the

altar for the new

statues, placed on the

right side of the

Buddha.



From the top left:

1. Work in progress for the new altar

2. New altar by Miguel Espinosa

3. Final placement of the altar.



The final result, the new statues in the Main Gompa.



Geshe Tenzin Namdak consecrating statues.



From the left

1.Consecration Puja table

2.Ceremony to bless all the items that fill the statues: mantra rolls,

incense, precious stones 


























